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• Use the share screen function. Consider this: In an in-person conference 
room setting, a presentation by a scheduling expert at one end of the 
conference room can hardly be read. With share screen used, it’s right up 
there front and center and hard to ignore. Master the process. Many an 
expensive PowerPoint presentation never got used because the lawyer 
couldn’t figure out how to use the share screen function on Zoom. 
 

• Bring a sandwich. No more bad mediation lunches served by the mediator 
in in-person sessions.  
 

• While the days of catching the mediator on the way to the coffee bar may 
be over, the same can be accomplished through chat or text. We both find 
these features very helpful and oftentimes can provide a guide to the 
mediator of what buttons to push. 
 

• Consider cameo appearances by folks you might not otherwise bring to an 
in-person mediation. You might not fly an expensive expert to a mediation 
and incur a full day’s fee, but with virtual mediation, they can efficiently 
participate briefly from afar. 
 

• You are no longer compelled to look for a mediator who works in your 
same city. If you are looking for a mediator with a particular expertise, the 
chosen mediator could office anywhere in the world and you won’t incur 
travel expenses. 
 

• Scheduling is easier. For a full day of in-person mediation, lawyers and 
mediators are going to have to find a mediation day with no mediations the 
day before or after if any are traveling from out of town. Virtual mediation 
makes for more available days for your favorite mediator. 
 

• Let the mediator help you determine whether in-person or virtual 
mediation is appropriate.  

 
We spent the first months of the pandemic in virtual mediation, deathly afraid of 
Chinese and Russian eavesdroppers, Zoom Bombing, and keeping order in the 
breakout rooms. By God, nobody was getting in the session or moving to any 
room that we didn’t put them in. Over time, we realized that the lack of 
fraternization that usually went on in a multi-party case, where lots of folks are 

B
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We had been thinking about how to improve the process when necessity became 
the mother of invention. Steve was mediating a 120 homeowners’ case vs. 42 
party defendant construction dispute in New Mexico. He had more than 200 
participants on the Zoom platform at one point. Every party had more than one 
attorney . . . and each of those attorneys had more than one client . . . but those 
were different clients than the one they shared with that first party. And some of 
the adjusters had four or five different insureds in the case. So, every breakout 
required Steve or his co-mediator to track down the right adjusters and right 
lawyers and move them to a breakout room. It slowed down the process and it 
kept some of the lawyers and adjusters from collaborating. He finally gave up on 
trying to move people himself and gave everyone co-host privileges on Zoom. 
They had to promise not to barge into rooms they didn’t belong in, but otherwise 
could move themselves and everyone in their room to any other breakout room 
they wanted. They could see who was in which breakout rooms and where the 
mediator was. It worked like a charm. Suddenly, we were mediating and not 
directing traffic. Deals were being made on their own. Thirty-seven of the 
defendants and 120 plaintiffs settled that day, and the rest settled on a 
mediator’s proposal within a week. 
 
Since then, on most cases, we’ve often been giving all of the attorneys co-host 
privileges and creating extra breakout rooms where they can mingle and 
collaborate. We have breakout rooms named “The Kitchen,” the “Hallway,” and 
the “Defense Attorney Lounge
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pure mediation skills were so good that they didn’t have to know a thing about 
the subject. Those individuals are rare. Conversely, we’ve run into a number of 
brilliant construction lawyers . . . highly acclaimed as great construction lawyers . 
. . who did not have the people skills or listening skills to mediate out of a paper 
bag. Most of us want subject matter knowledge when we are advocates in 
mediation, but we also want someone with a command of the mediation process 
and the sensitivities of the parties. What we are usually looking for in most multi-
party cases is someone with a proven track record of having the parties take a 
serious look at risk and expense and who can manage the process.  
 
Some multi-party cases can benefit from co-mediators. We’ve done that with 
increasing frequency. With 15 or 20 parties sitting around on the day of 
mediation, waiting to visit with the mediator, it speeds things up and keeps the 
parties from thinking they have been forgotten. Idle lawyers’ hands are often the 
devil’s workshop. Let the chosen mediator suggest the process and pick the 
second mediator. Shotgun marriages of co
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the parties are better to schedule the resumed or adjourned mediation a month 
later.  
 
Allow the mediator to help you design a process and schedule that best suits the 
dispute. For those who are interested in the growing movement to involve the 
mediator earlier in the process in complex cases, you may be interested in a 
movement called Guided Choice. Chicago Mediator, Paul Lurie, coine
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means, “We tried to call them, but there’s a two-hour time difference and 
he’s/she’s at lunch, on the train, or whatever.” Again, Zoom-style 
mediations have made this less of a problem, but we see it resuming as 
we begin to move back to in-person mediations. 

 
• If there is someone whom others believe should be participating, but who 

simply cannot participate, disarm their notions that the person is staying 
away to thwart the process by having the absent person communicate 
directly with the mediator in advance of the mediation. It can be very 
effective when we are able to say, “I spoke to the adjuster myself last 
week. He or she cannot 
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Stated simply . . . bring the right people to mediation or have them participate 
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The e-mail goes on to ask for mediation statements to be turned in at least one 
week prior 
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mediator will come by. Often, it eliminates the need for early caucuses 
altogether. 
 
After we have excused the plaintiff, we ask all the defendants to stick around. We 
ask them, as a group, what they think the case will (or should) settle for. There’s 
usually a few who say, “They should apologize and release us all now.” And 
there are a few alarmists who think it will take a fortune. Eventually, we are 
usually able to steer the group to a consensus of what they think it might take 
(whether or not any of us have any sense that the plaintiff would accept it). Let’s 
say that they have all agreed that the plaintiff wants $15 million, probably is 
legitimately entitled to a little over $2 million, but has so much invested in lawyers 
and experts . . . and home court advantage . . . that it is likely that the plaintiff 
would walk away at any number less than $4 million. Hopefully, the assembled 
defendants agree that we have all the defendants in the room or on the Zoom 
that need to raise that pot. It’s just a question of how we will raise it. Before we 
send them off to their separate rooms . . . or call them one at a time into the 
“principal’s office” . . . we ask them to take out a piece of paper and tear it into 
thirds. This is an amazingly hard assignment for lawyers, who want to know if it is 
acceptable to use three pieces of paper, or if it must be from one piece of paper . 
. . of if they can fold one piece twice and discard the fourth piece. In any event, it 
gives them something to do to take their minds off the fact that they won’t see us 
for another couple of hours if we start visiting with everyone. We ask them to 
write the numbers 1, 2, and 3 on the pieces . . . and their client’s name on pieces 
1 and 2. By this point, about a third have gotten lost or need more instructions. 
They eventually all catch up.  
 
On paper 1, which has their client’s name, we ask them to give us an “opening 
offer” that expresses their clients’ righteous indignation at being sued. It can be 
as low as they want. This is the “f*ck you” offer that we’re usually compelled to 
spend the first round of visits putting together. Having done that, we ask them to 
wad those sheets of paper up and throw them at us as hard as they can. They 
like that. It relieves a littl
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make phone calls to someone with e
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hours waiting for the mediator."" It also allows for smaller caucus sessions 
where the p
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A high percentageof construction case s …probably 85% or better…are going to 
settle at mediation or at least through the mediation “process.” We all know that. 
Yet, we constantly are amazed and perplexed at the parties and their lawyers 
who seem not to have given one nanosecond of attention to the terms of the 
settlement their clients would like to achieve. They know there are critical deal 
points, besides the amounts of the checks, that will have to be covered in any 
settlement, but they bring them up (if they ever thought of all of them in the first 
place) for the first time in the last two minutes of the game. It is during those last 
two minutes of the game that everyone on the field is worn out. If you know you 
and your adversary are both going to be worn out, doesn’t it make sense to have 
your plays ready to make the most advantage of that situation? Of course, it 
does. 

 
• Know when to call time out. If you are worn out and not making your best 

decisions because of it, put on the brakes. Call time out. Others, including 
the mediator, may urge you on. Don’t negotiate when you cannot do your 
best work. 

 
• Keep in mind what all coaches know. It’s much easier to win the game in 

the first half than in the last two minutes. If you are behind 64-7 with two 
minutes to go, no two-minute drill is going to help you. Careful pre-
mediation preparation, thoughtful compromise, and a focus on your 
interests, not your positions, all day long will keep you from having to use 
your two-minute drill. 

 
• Even if it has become obvious that you can’t “win” or the case won’t settle, 

make the most of the playing time you have and think about the next 
game. If you can’t bring about a complete settlement, are there some 
issues that can be resolved? Are their procedural hurdles that can be 
overcome? Can the mediator help fashion an alternative dispute resolution 
strategy…arbitration? Neutral evaluation? Further facilitated negotiations? 
Even the production of that one insurance policy or expert report that 
you’ve been stonewalled on for the past nine months may help.  

 
Many advocates have gotten lazy and expect the mediator and the mediation 
process to do all their work for them. The parties who are successful at mediation 
know better. They are the ones who p
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Sec. 154.053. Standards and Duties of Impartial Third Parties. 

(a) A person appointed to facilitate an alternative dispute resolution 
procedure under this subchapter shall encourage and assist the 
parties in reaching a settlement of their dispute but may not 
compel or coerce the parties to enter into a settlement 
agreement.  

It is clear that the mediator cannot unilaterally become an arbitrator and issue an 
award or opinion. But consider whether the mere making of a proposal may 
coerce an agreement. Consider the downsides: 

• No matter how many ways the mediator may couch the proposal, it is often 
seen as the mediator’s opinion on the merits. From that point forward, the 
mediator may be seen as having lost his or her impartiality. You may not be 
able to use the mediator for any further negotiations. 

• The Mediator’s Proposal becomes a new artificial barrier to settlement if not 
accepted. While one party may not wish to move as far as the other’s party’s 
position, they take the view that they are darn sure not going to go beyond 
what the mediator had proposed. This is one of the most significant dangers. 
If the Mediator’s Proposal misses the mark, the mediator may have done 
more harm than good. 

• There is a real danger that one party or another will attempt to use the 
Mediator’s Proposal as evidence of a neutral opinion on the merits. While the 
statements of parties in mediation are always treated as confidential, some 
parties and their counsel are of the opinion of what the mediator was said to 
them is not. Thus, the possibility of a party, in an unsuccessful Mediator’s 
Proposal situation, possibly attempting to introduce the Mediator’s Proposal in 
evidence in a subsequent proceeding . . . or influencing another mediator in a 
subsequent mediation. 

For your two-minute drill, consider having done some or all the following: 

• The Mediator’s Proposal, in our opinion, is not something that can be made 
without the consent of all the parties. If any party does not want the mediator 
to make a proposal, one should not be made. Stick to your guns if you are 
concerned that the mediator may make a proposal that you will find not only 
unacceptable but also may hurt further negotiations. Yes, you can agree to 
see the proposal and say “No,” but the numbers are on the table and will have 
an impact on further negotiations. 

• The Mediator should very carefully describe his or her proposal as being 
something other than a decision on the merits. For our own two-minute drills, 
we’ve rehearsed how we will characterize our proposals. It might go 
something like this: 
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“The proposal may have an element of what I think is the "correct" outcome of 
the case but is heavily weighted toward what I think the matter can be resolved 
at, which is frequently not the same number.” 

A fine construction mediator friend of ours says something along these lines: 

“My knowledge of the case is ‘veneer.’ I haven't seen the witnesses, studied the 
documents, read the depositions, etc. I try to give a rational explanation of the 
proposal but always pointing out the fact that they know the case better than I do. 
I also remind them, however, that the trier of fact may never understand the case 
as well as I do and that my proposal might be closer to the verdict than they 
might expect.” 

• While mediators preach, “Never make a take it or leave it offer,” the 
Mediator’s Proposal is about as close to one as you will ever see. When one 
party struggles to meet the Mediator’s Proposal, often going far beyond any 
concession they ever thought possible, you can imagine their reaction to 
hearing that the other side said, “Yes, we will accept the Mediator’s Proposal, 
but only if you increase the $500,000 number he used to $600,000.” We’re 
talking reactive devaluation on steroids now . . . not pretty. The parties must 
be clear on this. If they think they want to continue to negotiate, the 
negotiations should continue without a Mediator’s Proposal. Any attempt to 
counter the Mediator’s Proposal may do great harm to the process and 
polarize the parties further. 

For your two-minute drill, understand how the Mediator’s Proposal works. 
Recognize that such a proposal might be suggested or made at impasse. Also, it 
is oftentimes important to have the settlement agreement worked out in advance 
of the Mediator’s Proposal. That way, all parties know exactly what they are 
saying “yes” or “no” to. 

 

So you didn’t have a Kumbayah Moment at Mediation. What next? 

As we have noted, cases are getting more and more difficult to settle at 
mediation. It has become more of a “process.” We are not sure if this is a 
pandemic-related phenomena or just the nature of the multi-party beast. Still, 
most cases eventually settle via the mediation process. Sometimes the mediation 
is just too early. Sometimes there are insurance coverage issues that need to be 
overcome. And sometimes the parties are just not ready on that day to make the 
necessary moves. Don’t walk out in a huff before allowing the mediator and the 
party to consider additional steps that might put the dispute back on the track to 
resolution, or speed up or make more economical the process.  For example: 

• We’ve had good luck recommending neutral evaluators to deal with some or 
all factual disputes. Perhaps, it’s a third-party contractor working with the 
mediator to come up with an independent estimate of damages, or a retired 
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judge issuing a binding or non-binding ruling on some issue of law, a 
summary jury trial, or something similar. 

• So, your contractual dispute resolution clause is silent on how the dispute is 
to be resolved . . . which leaves litigation as the default. Perhaps, the parties 
can agree to arbitrate instead. 

• Or your agreement specifies arbitration by three arbitrators under American 
Arbitration Association Rules




